
The Power of All Our Voices

How we did it  
A campaign of this size and scale needed a creative approach to 
delivery – as a result many of the tactics we used were a first for 
National Grid. Through a new multimedia newsletter, colleague videos, 
live webcasts, a real-time digital pledge wall, interactive stands on 
sites, intranet takeovers and bite size Yammer content, we shared 
our COP26 story in the most compelling way and created memorable 
moments and experiences to bring the story to life. 
From fleet drivers to finance, we used colleague voices to tell real 
stories of the important work happening across our business to deliver  
net-zero and show colleagues the impact that every individual 
contribution can have. 

What we set out to do 
Build a sense of pride with National Grid’s involvement in COP26
Discover and share real colleague stories to demonstrate the 
ambition, commitment and progress that National Grid is making 
to a clean energy future around the world 
Find new and innovative ways to engage 23,000 colleagues across 
all locations, functions and job roles in COP26-related activities 
Create a movement that inspires colleagues to become advocates 
and activists for change

Background 
As a Principal Partner of COP26 (the UN climate change 
conference), National Grid had a unique opportunity to 
engage its colleagues around this prestigious summit and 
the company’s clean, fair and affordable energy vision. 
COP26 took place in Glasgow, but only a handful of colleagues 
could attend. We needed to make it an immersive and 
meaningful experience for every individual. 
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We exceeded all campaign objectives and  
achieved record breaking results across our channels

Interactive exhibition stands 

Celebrating colleague Climate Leaders

Live webcasts on our COPTV channel Digital pledge wall 

Let’s hear it for hydrogen
Watch our special 'fireside chat' on all
things hydrogen to discover why the gas
may hold the key to helping us get to net
zero and reduce our historical reliance on
fossil fuels.

Read more

Who are your Climate
Leaders?
We're on the hunt for colleagues leading
by example in the fight against climate
change. Who will you nominate?

Read more

Discover our new
climate change risk tool
Ever wondered how we make decisions
about what and how we build? This tool
helps us project how rising temperatures
and changing climate conditions will
impact our sites – and plan ahead.

Read more

Don't miss our next COP26
Lightning Talk with Dr
Destenie Nock
Sign up for our next COP26 event. This
month, we're exploring energy justice with
an expert from Carnegie Mellon
University. Book your place to avoid
missing out.

Register now
COP26 newsletter


